MINUTES OF A WORKSHOP ON COLLABORATIVE ACTION PLANNING FOR
IMPROVED INTEGRATED EDUCATION PROVISION IN THE ARID AND SEMI ARID
LANDS OF KENYA

6th May, 2015, Olive Gardens Hotel, Nairobi
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Introduction
Vanessa welcomed the participants and asked everyone to introduce themselves before introducing the
programme. She then stated that the aim of this workshop was to present a framework that DLCI has
been developing to look at improved education provision in the ASALs, particularly looking at integrating
different mechanisms of education provision. The idea of the framework was not to do an academic study,
but rather to try and build on the many researches that have been done, especially in Kenya and in the
region and to try and think more practically about how to move forward with some of the
recommendations provided. She mentioned two pieces of recent
research that the framework builds on: Save the Children’s global
review of education and UNICEF’s regional study on education and
resilience, which she hoped would be shared shortly with the group.
Objectives of the
She also highlighted other pieces of work on education in the ASALs,
workshop:
particularly by the former Ministry of Northern Kenya and other
 To review and input
Arid Lands (MNKoAL) and IIED looking at distance learning
into a draft framework
education that are available on the web.
for improved integrated
The aim of the framework was to help the newly established
NACONEK and other education stakeholders interested in ASAL
education to identify priorities and identify collaborative advocacy
activities to support them. She thanked the NACONEK team for
their interest and presence as well as other participants.



education provision in
the ASALs;
To understand the
priorities of NACONEK
and the Ending Drought
Emergency Human
Capital pillar and how
other actors can
support these;
To identify priority
transformative actions
for collective action and
advocacy.

Vanessa briefly talked about DLCI’s evolution from REGLAP and
what it currently focusses on. REGLAP was formed in 2008 as a
regional knowledge management consortium of international

NGOs. Following a review in 2013 DLCI registered as an independent
resource organization, focusing mainly on what the organisation
felt were the most important contribution it could make to ASAL
development capacity building of governments in citizens in critical
issues for the ASALs. In the last year supported by ECHO, DLCI has
focused on promoting integrated approaches in ASALs, particularly
participatory land use planning (PLUP), working closely with the National Land Commission (NLC), good
practice for integrated irrigation and water planning and is currently feeding into the draft irrigation policy
and education.
In terms of institutional relationships, DLCI works closely with the NDMA and co-chairs the Institutional
Strengthening and Knowledge Management pillar which oversees GoK’s Ending Drought Emergencies
Initiative. Vanessa also said that DLCI channels funding to the PPG as is not yet registered, provide capacity
building support in terms of communication, fundraising and policy analysis. DLCI also runs the Kenya
ASAL Advocacy Group (KAAG), which is a group of national advocacy organizations to coordinate their
advocacy on dryland issues. DLCI also chairs the ASAL Stakeholder Forum (ASF), the key structure as
recognized in the ASAL policy for promoting citizen engagement in policy processes.
Vanessa produces a range of materials on dryland issues and has recently established a new website which
is now live and encouraged people to visit to see all the materials on resilience in the drylands of the Horn
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of Africa. The link is www.dlci-hoa.org. She asked people to contact vtilstone.dlci@gmail.com or
dprech.dlci@gmail.com in case they needed any materials or information about the work of DLCI.
Opening remarks by Dr. Chris Galgalo, Chairman, NACONEK
Dr. Galgalo began by expressing his appreciation to the NGOs and donors, especially DFID for their support
to the NACONEK from the formative stages. He quoted Henry Ford: “Coming together is a beginning,
staying together is progress, working together is success” to reiterate the fact that continued support for
the Council will go a long way in achieving its strategic objectives. He said at the end of four years,
NACONEK is hopeful it will be successful in its mandate of improving education in the ASALs despite the
challenges that will be met on the way.
Dr. Galgalo stated that in the Basic Education Act, nomads applies to pastoralist nomads, fishing nomads
and hunter and gatherers. NACONEK will also be dealing with informal
The Four A’s of education:
settlements in 6 towns in Kenya, which when added to 15 pastoralist counties,
totals 21 counties – almost half of the counties in Kenya. He said that
 Accessibility
NACONEK will need sufficient resources to fulfil its mandate, hence he called
on all the development actors to support its work both technically and
 Availability
financially. He emphasized that policy does not work without input and
 Acceptability
practical implementation in the communities to be supported. He asked that
 Adaptability
whatever is discussed leads to something practical for the people we are
working for. He also said that as the remit is so large it is necessary to focus
on the most under-served groups which include the nomadic pastoralists who are more desperately in
need.
Dr. Galgalo also urged that this workshop comes up with strategies to address four A’s of education
provision: firstly accessibility (of whatever form of education); secondly availability (of schools,
infrastructure). He said that there is need to do mapping of the types of schools and enrolment as he has
found that there are various forms some of which could be contributing to the dismal performance in
education in these areas. He said that there are three types of enrolment he has come across: The first is
school feeding enrolment, where school heads provide exaggerated figures to get more food. The second
is the Free Primary Education where school management provides MOEST with exaggerated figures which
are pegged on how much funding a school gets; and then there is the normal ‘real’ class enrolment. He
reiterated the need to get to the ground to get reliable and consistent data.
The third element is acceptability (of type of formal education provided). Dr. Galgalo said there is need
to question if the education currently provided marries with indigenous knowledge, has it been
incorporated into the curriculum. He alluded to the 1970s East African certificate of education which
provided alternatives for students to choose from. He said in Geography for example there were 3
alternatives: pastoralism, farming and fishing courses, and some schools in the ASALs such as Garbatulla
High and Marsabit High at that time were competing with education giants such as Alliance and Mang’u
High schools.
The fourth element is adaptability, which he explained that if the curriculum was suitable for the
pastoralists and their livelihood, they would have embraced it. He congratulated the efforts of
development partners including DFID, UNICEF, World Vision, FAWE, DLCI among others to addressing the
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gaps in education provision for nomadic children. He then concluded that when any research is done,
there is need to question how it becomes implemented so that it benefits the pastoralist children.
PRESENTATION: THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NACONEK – ELYAS ABDI, CEO AND AG. SECRETARY TO THE
NACONEK
Mr. Abdi also congratulated the work of the civil society and development partners in ensuring that the
Council is in place. He mentioned that initially the institution was supposed to be a commission but it
ended up being a Council, which he said becomes the second in Africa after Nigeria’s National Commission
for Nomadic Education that has a clear mandate of ensuring that nomadic peoples get access to
education.
He alluded to the 2009 housing census which revealed that 2million children aren’t accessing education,
80% of those being from pastoralist areas of Kenya. This is unacceptable 50 years after independence
which is why it was envisaged that a Council of individuals committed to education for pastoralist children
should be constituted. He also said that convincing Kenyans of the need for the Council has been an uphill
task, but progress has been made. He also said that NACONEK becomes the only council anchored in two
national sessional papers.
The Council is anchored in:




Education policy Sessional paper No. 14 of December 2012 (page 46);
Sessional Paper No. 8 of October 2012 on “The policy for the Sustainable Development of
Northern Kenya and other arid lands “Releasing our Full Potential”, Page 29.
The Basic Education Act, 2013 Section 94 & the 6thschedule.

Mr. Abdi also mentioned that there was a time it was argued that the pastoralists do not know the value
of education, but now more than ever, pastoralists are aiming to educate their children. Therefore it’s a
high time that education actors stopped using terms such as ‘hard-to-reach’ to justify the unavailability of
education to pastoralist children. He also stated that pastoralism contributes significantly to the GDP of
the country, but innovative strategies and interventions should be developed to ensure that pastoralist
children are able to continue with their livelihood while at the same time accessing education.
The rationale for establishing the Council
Mr. Abdi stated that NACONEK was originally designed for nomadic pastoralist education but MPs
amended the act to include other marginalized children, girls, children with disabilities, overcrowded
urban informal settlements and street children, HIV affected children and providing a second chance to
adults who dropped out due to early marriage. He gave the example of Somalia where women that
experienced early marriage are now accessing education.
He thought one of the most successful interventions ever done by government was the low cost boarding
schools, which most educated pastoralist children benefited from in the past. However, the current
situation in most low cost boarding schools is deplorable and pastoralist parents do not trust them enough
to leave their children there. The Council will therefore work to develop better ways of improving the
current state of affairs. He also stated that NACONEK will target West Pokot, Turkana, Samburu, Isiolo,
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Marsabit ,Garissa, Wajir, Mandera, Tana River, Lamu and arid areas of Narok, Kajiado, Baringo, Tharaka
Nithi and Homa Bay (fishing nomads).
Functions of the Council
Mr. Abdi went through some of the roles to be undertaken by the Council. He stated that the starting
point will be to do a baseline survey to determine the situation of education in the pastoralist communities
–how many nomadic children are there? How many are in school and how many are not?
Another task is to coordinate all the NSAs active in providing education to nomadic children. He said that
this is not to mean that NACONEK will micro-manage other partners, but rather pull energies together so
that everybody is aware of what the other is doing so that issues of duplication are curbed and investment
is based on value for money.
Coordinating research activities on nomadic education will also be a function of the Council. Mr. Elyas
thanked DLCI for providing a database of education documents in the drylands which will be used by the
Council to do desktop reviews to inform future policies. It is envisaged that the Council will develop a
resource center that will become a one-stop shop for all materials on education in the drylands.
The Council will also look at the quality of education for the nomadic children, the qualification of the
mobile teachers, etc. The teachers will be TSC employees and there will be need to look at the kind of
materials to be used and nature of the curriculum to be taught, which is hoped that NACONEK will be
involved in.
In terms of the current status of operations, the government will provide an office space. The Council also
benefited from funding from DFID through UNICEF which will furnish the offices and provide all the
equipment necessary to run the office. The Council also has representatives from the trade unions, the
disabilities council and the youth council of Kenya, PS Education, Treasury and Devolution ministries. The
Ministry has also seconded 7 technical officers.
He concluded by inviting people to input into the strategies of the Council which Prof. Abagi is currently
reviewing. He said the Council will be officially launched on the 15th May 2015 by the President and invited
all the partners to participate in the launch as well as to share widely the work of the Council so that its
impact can be felt. He wished the participants fruitful discussions as they would have to leave for another
meeting with UNICEF and World Vision to prepare for the launch.
PRESENTATION OF THE EDUCATION FRAMEWORK BY DANIEL WESONGA, EDUCATION CONSULTANT
Mr. Wesonga started by saying that the development of the framework he was presenting was
consultative and that DLCI was aware of the processes that were going on towards the establishment of
NACONEK. He said the organization has been advocating for appropriate education for development and
resilience building in the drylands of the Horn of Africa for a number of years. In its biannual journal, it
published an article on nomadic education in 2011 and presented on education and resilience at the
Pastoral Education Conference the following year, which led to the establishment of the Kenya ASAL
Education Advocacy Sub-group that lobbied for the establishment of NACONEK. DLCI also organized a
workshop in conjunction with the MoEST in September 2014 to present and raise awareness on the
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distance learning (DL strategy) that was developed by the former Ministry of Northern Kenya and other
ASAL Areas and IIED. (Click here to read the minutes from this workshop).
Why DLCI developed the framework?
Mr. Wesonga explained that the framework was developed to support the ongoing preparatory work
towards the establishment of NACONEK. As was mentioned, DLCI has been working with NACONEK
through providing relevant reviews and studies to inform NACONEK’s work on education in the ASALs. It
was also intended at building consensus from the development partners and other education actors on
the most appropriate delivery methods of education in mobile pastoralist communities of Kenya. The
framework would be an advocacy tool and would build on the work that other partners are doing. Daniel
indicated that Save the Children has just finished a report on challenges and opportunities for nomadic
education in Wajir. The Pastoralist Communication Initiative and UNICEF ESARO did another study on
education and resilience, and UNICEF Kenya through support from DFID supported the functionalizing of
NACONEK.
Daniel then discussed the state of education in pastoralist areas, which he described as unacceptably poor
and failed education system. He said it’s characterized by limited access, low primary net enrolment rates
(40% in many ASALs counties compared to national average of 95%). He also said that the completion
rates and performance are way below national averages with low adult and female literacy rates.
Additionally there is very low donor investment in education in ASALs based on the FAO investment
tracker, which showed that only 0.8% was going to education1. The state of education is about a huge
population, diversity and requires a huge financial investment and he argued that a “Marshall Plan” would
be required to improve the status quo, coupled with a well-coordinated multi-stakeholder approach.
NACONEK as a government strategy to deliver education to nomadic areas, if fully supported has the
potential to deliver on its strategic plan and the commitment from the Council is evident.
Mr. Wesonga explained that an integrated education framework means a linked system – subs-systems
working together where delivery and development of education interventions do not work in silos and
which maximizes opportunities for complementarity. Integrated education asks: can distance learning be
used within the formal education framework? Can we use combined feeder schools and boarding schools
to facilitate transition? Can we share resources including infrastructure? An integrated framework is also
appropriate to the culture, seasonality (to drought, during Ramadhan must schools open in predominantly
Muslim areas?)
Key principles of integrated education framework
Mr. Wesonga cautioned that the integrated education framework developed by DLCI is not prescriptive,
but contains principles that DLCI hopes if used, have the potential to improve the current deliverable of
education mechanisms being implemented in nomadic areas. It has 9 principles, which are supported by
pillars:
Principle 1: We need to prioritize interventions that have most impact most quickly on children’s
educational experience. E.g. improving quality of basic education for successful transition, mapping of out
of school children, literacy for all to ensure a pool of mass etc.

1

See http://kenya.droughtresilience.info/filtered%20views
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Principle 2: Engage with the community in planning education provision. He alluded the chairman’s
comment of making policies applicable on the ground. Communities have been able to function without
much support, therefore education to be designed needs to be participatory for ownership and
acceptability.
Principle 3: Build on existing resources and what is already working or has the potential to work in a
particular context.
Principle 4: Think innovatively to address problems. To increase reach and quality. For example in
monitoring, technology has been used to monitor cash transfers, and biometric technology has been used
to do water monitoring efficiently. Most youth have basic skills and can be used in the short term to create
a pool of local teachers even as we progressively increase their training later. It also needs look at different
incentive mechanisms such as hardship allowances for different regions.
Principle 5: Ensure flexibility in timing of provision and transition to cope with seasonality and hazards
such as drought and conflict. Education must respond to the movement and seasonality of livelihoods;
drought and other hazards; religious calendar e.g. Ramadhan/ Friday prayers and daily routine.
Principle 6: The need for considerable increases in resources to deliver quality education in ASALs.
Principle 7: Maximise resources by looking for opportunities for sharing buildings, teachers, materials,
supervision and using human resources that are available.
Principle 8: Piloting devolution of functions that the national government has shown it cannot deliver.
Mr. Wesonga said that issues of monitoring and accountability are better suited for the county
government as they are the ones who understand the needs and operations on the ground. He argued
that there is need for advocacy on devolving some education functions to the counties to ensure
efficiency.
Principle 9: Improved accountability mechanisms should be built into all education provision to ensure
good use of funds and to help monitoring and community responsiveness. There is need to tap into the
existing social accountability mechanisms such as TI’s social accountability programme in Wajir, West
Pokot and Turkana.
Framework pillars:
The framework pillars are categorized into formal and non-formal education (NFE). Under non-formal
education, there are four main mechanisms: mobile schools, distance learning, vocational training and
adult literacy.
Mobile schools still operate in some areas, although many have stopped functioning due to inadequate
funding and supervision or lack of support by the community due to the poor quality of education
provided or preference for formal provision. The government records indicate that there are 102 mobile
schools but it’s been difficult to map where they are located. An analysis should be done of whether they
are working or not. The variety of other non-formal provision mainly by NGOs or religious institutions e.g.
shepherd schools and duksi’s should be reviewed for potential integration and scale up.
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Distance Learning has a huge potential in the drylands, although it hasn’t yet been tried. It can reach
remote and scattered communities in ways that do not disrupt livelihoods and are culturally appropriate.
A DL strategy was developed in 2010 by the MNKoAL /MOEST; a teachers manual and a costed pilot
design, however no pilot has been done to date.
Pillars:

Vocational training also provide an opportunity to promote employment
prospects for school leavers and fill the huge human resource gaps currently
experienced in the ASALs. DLCI also proposes that subjects should be based on
current and future human resource needs including animal health workers, paraprofessionals for health and education, local government jobs, and emerging
mineral and infrastructure development sectors. Financing especially women and
youth is essential.
Adult literacy has a link to other forms of development and there is need for
intensive literacy campaigns for the adults. The 4th schedule has a Board on adult
education that has been made functional and there is need to link this to
NACONEK. The adult literacy qualification should be reviewed, given the shortage
areas and campaigns considered using unemployed educated youth.

Non-formal:





mobile schools,
distance learning,
vocational training
Adult literacy.

Formal




low cost boarding schools
private schools
feeder schools

of teachers in ASAL

The formal pillar has a mix of low cost boarding schools, private schools and feeder schools. Private
education can provide access but cannot be alternative to mandatory primary school. Feeder schools are
important in ASAL areas given that distances to school in ASALs are very far, sometimes more than 8Kms.
The current feeder schools are poorly resourced, and there is need to cluster them to primary schools and
be invested with technology so as to monitor them and they should be linked to mobile provision to
ensure that all 6 year olds are given the basis for formal.
Comments and questions
Q&A: Stanley from the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) asked how the framework target
the internally displaced populations. Vanessa responded that the framework is designed for the ASALs
and the realities in these regions. There are discussions around whether to consider pastoralists IDPs by
the pure fact that they get displaced by drought (normal movement), conflict and other hazards.
Therefore the framework is meant to help the people that are living with the realities in pastoralist areas
to access education.
Comments: Ms. Warue Kariuki said that the principles are too many and there is need to consolidate them
to four or five, and Mr. Wesonga responded that he would review and look what can be merged. She also
commented that feeder schools may not appear in the literature but countries like Switzerland, France,
Spain and Colombia also have them due to the mountainous terrains. She said they have worked well in
these countries because education has been devolved. Mr. Gregory Naulikha also emphasized the need
for looking at learning and best practices from other regions such as Mali’s Small School Initiative and
pastoralist children in Cambodia. Mr. Abdi followed up the idea of devolution and said that the issue of
not devolving education came from the teachers and unions, despite many Kenyans saying that a mistake
was made when devolution was left a national function. On security, the government has signed
memorandums of understanding with 3 pastoralist county governments which are likely to improve
security situation. The same is likely to happen in education but it’s not yet clear.
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Comment: Mr. Naulikha posed the question of how much it costs to guarantee a pastoralist child
education. The innovative school feeding programme being run by CIDA in Isiolo has been effective
because they did banding based on the distance of the schools to the homes that pastoralist children
come from. He argued that providing a fixed amount for each child in primary and boarding schools won’t
work and we should avoid assuming that children work in the same context.
Comment: Mr. Elyas Abdi said there is need to review some of the data provided in the report as it doesn’t
tally with the latest MoEST data. He would share the latest reports so that Mr. Wesonga can update the
report. Prof. Abagi said it’s important to look at evidence based data and go beyond monitoring and
evaluation being currently done by most actors. He said it’s good to also look knowledge management
and learning and therefore institutions should put most resources to this sector.
Comment: Prof. Abagi suggested that it would be important to look at basic education by going beyond
school age of 6 and look at the formative years of 0-6. This would include working with other departments
to address nutrition and health as they affect the quality of education.
Comment: Mr. Njuguna of Concern Worldwide stated that the idea of working with existing structures is
a good idea and it would be good for NACONEK to focus on its core business for its sustainability to avoid
facing out like past councils. He also said that the blanket use of the word ‘nomadic’ should be tempered
with the realities that are currently happening in the pastoralist areas, one of them being the massive
sedentarisation evident in the ASALs. He agreed with the idea of using distance as a determinant for
providing funding to the schools. Dr. Chris Galgalo responded that the issue of sedentarisation is real due
to the challenges of cattle rustling among other factors in some parts, where people are left with no
animals and have no option but to settle and rely on relief food.
Comment: Jane Mbagi of Save the Children cautioned that the pillars are not one-size-fits-all and that
we should consider the diverse nature and needs of the ASALs. She said that from Save’s experience for
example, mobile schools functioned very well in Turkana, while in Wajir it was thought to be a failure. She
also commented that there is need for NACONEK to map the new settlements that are coming up so that
as we plan we are planning to provide services to them. She also said that in terms of school management,
there should be different terms of reference for education officers in pastoralist and non-pastoralist areas
as they are not working in similar contexts.
Comment: Mr. Naulikha said that the ASALs are now emerging as important economic zones for oil, gas
and rare minerals, away from traditional pastoralist livelihoods they have been known for. We need to
look at how to tap into these opportunities to improve education provision. He added that there is need
to look at why some of the interventions haven’t worked in the past, and what lessons can be learned.
GROUP WORK
Vanessa then requested the participants to divide into two groups to discuss practical actions that should
be taken to improve integrated education in the ASALs generally. She asked the participants to prioritize
and think about the pillars within the principles, and how to support NACONEK in this endeavour. The
following are some of the recommendations that came from the groups:
Group 1 recommendations:
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The group recommended:








Advocating for flexibility of school calendar including the school dates, number of hours, examinations
schedules, proper monitoring of quality of education and adherence guidelines. The organizations
that would lead this include NACONEK, Save the Children, Elimu Yetu Coalition (EYC) among others.
Having a functional NACONEK by resourcing it and supporting in the implementation of its strategy.
The organizations that were recommended are EYC, Pastoralist Parliamentary Group (PPG), ASAL
Donor Group among others.
Monitoring and evaluation, knowledge management and learning. NACONEK will need to do baseline
surveys including mapping of the existing provisions in the ASALs, developing a monitoring plan,
documenting its learnings for possible sharing and replication.
Devolution of education to be advocated by all the stakeholders interested in seeing the improvement
of education in the ASALs. The group debated whether teacher management and recruitment should
be devolved or not and it was suggested that further discussions need to happen. Additionally,
infrastructure development and quality assurance and teacher motivation are some of the functions
that should be devolved. All the participants were urged to take this forward.

Group 2 recommendations:











There is need to get clarity on the role of NACONEK because there is a legacy of institutions becoming
created and then get overloaded thus leading to their redundancy – Prof. Abagi would be responsible
for providing this clarity.
DLCI will support NACONEK in conjunction with the PPG to do a media briefing after launch of
NACONEK to continue to raise awareness on the role of NACONEK as well as present the current
realities of education provision in the ASALs.
There is need to do continuous awareness raising among all the stakeholders on the role of NACONEK.
All the participants were urged to take this through the various platforms available. NGOs engaged in
education in the ASALs should continue to support and build the capacity of NACONEK, e.g. Elimu Yetu
Coalition.
There will be a presentation of NACONEK at the Regional and Kenya Education in Emergencies
Working group as well as at the ASAL Donor Group by NACONEK. DLCI would help facilitate this.
There is need for NACONEK to consult and engage in curriculum development for education in the
ASALs. The curriculum is bigger than KICD which does the syllabus.
There is a need to develop a realistic work plan to implement by designing both short term and long
term goals that can be realistically achieved by NACONEK.
There should be goodwill champions in the counties to create awareness on the role of NACONEK.
Concern in have an education working group in Marsabit, CBET in Turkana and Tana River and
volunteered to be champions. Save the Children could be a champion in Wajir and support in Turkana
and the group would identify champions in other priority counties. The Elimu Yetu Coalition will be
talking to the National Constitution Implementation Coalition (NCIC) to rally for the devolution of
some education functions, Devolution Ministry among other government departments.

Vanessa thanked the participants for coming up with actionable plans and encouraged people to keep in
touch to make them happen. Before inviting Prof. Abagi to present the strategy for NACONEK, she
announced that DLCI is inviting articles for publication in the next journal edition which DLCI will be
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publishing with IGAD. Articles are due by the end of June and she would very much like to see more
articles on innovations or learning around education in the drylands.
Vanessa also said that the education framework report would be shared with the participants for their
input and suggestions.
Strategic plan of NACONEK by Prof. Abagi
Prof. Abagi then presented the strategic plan of NACONEK, which he said is currently under review. He
said the current vision for NACONEK is “A well-educated nomadic community, at par with the rest of the
community.”
1. NACONEK has 13 council members plus 7 people seconded from MoEST which composes the
secretariat. This institution needs to be strengthened.
2. The second strategy is effective mobilization sensitization and education of stakeholders at the
national and county levels.
3. Effective review of the existing and development of new policies and programs to enhance
participation in education.
4. Improve access, equity, relevance and quality of basic education and training. He said this includes
improving nutrition of children under age 5 and their mothers and providing scholarship for
excluded groups such as girls. He also said that it’s evident that parents in the ASALs would like
their children to access education so that they can take advantage of existing opportunities as
provided by devolution and new developments in the ASALs.
5. Coordinate development, implementation and quality assurance for innovations in education for
nomadic counties.
6. Effective coordination, partnership and network with county, national and international
7. Strengthen institutional governance and administration of education in nomadic counties for
effective delivery of quality basic education for all. For the next 5 years NACONEK is going to
function within the existing structures, some of which are very weak at the moment.
Prof. Abagi said that strategic objectives would be shared with the participants for their comments. He
urged people not to circulate the entire document as it was still in draft. People with
comments/suggestions were requested to contact Prof. Abagi directly at abagiown@gmail.com. He also
mentioned that the strategic plan will be put on the MOEST website once it’s finalized.
Comments and suggestions:
Urban education is different from nomadic education hence it was questioned whether NACONEK had
the capacity to work in the 6 informal settlements outlined in its strategic plan. It was argued that
NACONEK should concentrate on nomadic education where need was greatest. It was also suggested that
the definition of nomadic education needs to be totally clarified given that donors may sometimes take
the terms quite literally.
It was suggested that NACONEK participate in the current curriculum development review and not do
promote a separate curriculum as it doesn’t have the capacity. The idea of working with the existing
structures was reinforced and the need to ensure the current structure of NACONEK is able to deliver on
its mandate. It was agreed that the Council would need support from all actors involved in education to
realize the goal of providing quality education to the nomadic children.
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It was also suggested that NACONEK and other actors should advocate for complementary services in
health and nutrition as it has a significant impact on education outcomes, this should be done by specialist
actors, rather than NACONEK taking it on as one of its mandates. Vanessa explained that the EDE Human
Capital Pillar is focusing on education, health and nutrition and that the relevant ministries are part of this
group, hence NACONEK and education actors should link in to it to advocate for the same.
It was also suggested that NACONEK should develop a one page presentation to be used by the education
actors and county champions when raising awareness about the Council so that everyone is saying the
same thing when describing the role of the Council.
Conclusion and close
Vanessa stated that the main conclusion from the meeting is staying in touch with NACONEK and providing
as much support to them as well as move forward on the action points agreed. She said that the education
actors in the room need to raise awareness as widely as possible on the role of the Council and urged
NACONEK to provide the information the partners would use to raise awareness.
She also urged the participants to continue thinking through devolution and teacher training motivation.
There is a lot of opportunity to discuss and debate and to feed into NACONEK. She requested the
participants to fill in evaluation forms so that DLCI can review and see how to improve future workshops.
Vanessa then invited Monica to give final remarks and close the meeting.
Monica thanked the participants for spending the whole day to discuss and enrich the education
framework as well as learn about the plans of the Council. She reminded the participants that working
together will provide an opportunity to learn more. She thanked ECHO for funding this meeting and for
their continued support to DLCI. She also thanked the Chair and CEO of NACONEK for agreeing to be
present despite their tight schedules. She was pleased with the passion and commitment shown by the
people in the room and organizations that have worked with and supported NACONEK consistently. She
then wished everybody well and encouraged them to keep in touch.
Agenda
Time
7.30-8
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Registration
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8

Introductions

Vanessa Tilstone, Director,
DLCI

8.30-9

Opening

Elyias Abdi, CEO of NACONEK

9-10

Presentation of a draft framework for improved
integrated education for the ASALs

Daniel Wesonga, DLCI
consultant

10-10.30

Tea
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10.30-12

Group discussion: action and advocacy planning
for: basic provision, NFE, adult literacy,
vocational training, distance learning

12-1

Group presentations

1-2

Lunch

2-2.40

NACONEK strategic plan

2.40-3

Tea

3-4

Group discussions on way forward: priority
collaborative actions and action planning

4-4.30

Group presentations

4.30-5

Review of action points and close

Okwach Abagi

MOEST/ DLCI
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Participants list
NAME

ROLE

ORGANIZATION

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Warue Kariuki

Consultant

Adam Smith International

waruekariuki@gmail.com

CfBT
CIDA
Concern Worldwide
DFID
Independent
IOM
KICD
MIDP

amasibo@cfbt-africa.com
gregory.naulika@cida-cco.org
james.njuguna@concern.net
s-barton@dfid.gov.uk
dmwesonga@gmail.com
sokanga@iom.int
wangarigitau@yahoo.com
gideonnura@yahoo.com

NACONEK
NACONEK
NACONEK
NACONEK
Save the Children
RET

elyabdi2014@gmail.com
chrisgalgalo2002@yahoo.co.uk
abagiown@gmail.com
ralia26@msn.com
jane.mutua@savethechildren.org
ken-educof1@theret.org

+254 720024108
(+254)722-397-746

University of Nairobi
University of Nairobi
Centre for Research and
Development
Women Education Research

dnmuthoni@gmail.com
nabiswa2012@gmail.com
tonyk2012@yahoo.com

+254 722104291

climboro@werk.co.ke

+254 722888919 /
720530631
+254 720084756

Alex Masibo
Gregory M. Naulika
James Njuguna
Sandra Barton
Daniel Wesonga
Stanley Okanga
Elizabeth Gitau
Gideon Nura

Programme Manager
Education Advisor
Consultant
Programme Assistant
Non-formal education
Pastoralist Education
Officer
Elyas Abdi
Ag CEO
Dr. Christopher Galgalo Chairman
Prof. Abagi Okwach
Consultant
Ralia Mohammed
Member
Jane Mbagi Mutua
Education Advisor
Ronald Odhiambo
Omuthe
Diana Muthoni
Lecturer
Mr. Martin Wasike
Educationist
Anthony Keya
Research associate
Dr.Charity Limboro

Lead Researcher

Roseline Moraa
Vanessa Tilstone
Jarso Mokku
Monica Naggaga-Kizito

Member
MLC Manager
Programme Coordinator
Policy and Advocacy
Manager
Communications Officer

Dorina Prech

Women Education Research
DLCI
DLCI
DLCI

Vtilstone.dlci@gmail.com
jmokku@dlci-hoa.org
Mnaggaga.dlci@gmail.com

DLCI

dprech.dlci@gmail.com

TELEPHONE (+254)

+254 723996789
+254 722678998

254 702 482 745
+254 727762899

254 715 344 888
+254 722746627

+254 733 923 178
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Lorna Mpaayei

Communications Intern

DLCI

lmpaayei@dlci-hoa.org
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